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NEW resources for 2021!
Find out more inside
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From HODDER GIBSON

TeeJay
Putting students and teachers
at the heart of what we do
At TeeJay, we are always listening to your feedback and thinking
about new ways we can support teaching and learning for the
Scottish curriculum. Here’s what we’re looking forward to in 2021 –
and beyond – to ensure we are keeping all students and teachers
at the heart of what we do.
• Allowing for more flexibility in how and when our resources are used
by making our textbooks, homework packs, assessment packs and
teaching guides available online through the TeeJay digital library
• Improving our accessibility by creating new resources that all students
will find easy to read and use, with a new layout created specifically for
children with dyslexia or colour vision deficiency
• Ensuring that all students are represented by and included in our
resources by featuring people of different ethnicities and heritage in our
artwork and examples
• Streamlining our approach by ensuring our new resources include one
book per academic year
• Integrating play-based learning in all our new textbooks and
workbooks, with designated classroom activities that let you add fun to
learning in appropriate ways, bespoke to CfE
• Keeping true to the core TeeJay philosophy of consolidation, review
and progression in all new resources
• Promising to maintain the high quality of the TeeJay range
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New TeeJay eTextbooks
Each TeeJay textbook is now available in two easy-to-use eTextbook formats –
one for students and one for teachers, both available via Dynamic Learning.

Student eTextbooks

Chapter 11

Statistics

Range, Mean, Median & Mode - a Reminder
Example :-

Hazel buys 10 packets of rolos. The number of rolos in each packet is listed below.
9

7

8

6

9

7

9

10

6

9

Calculate the range, mean, median and mode.
RANGE - The highest number – the lowest number.

Downloadable versions of the printed textbooks that students
can access on their iPad or phone, online or offline via the
Dynamic Reader app, with the ability to highlight text and add
notes.
Subscription options: Choose from 1-, 2- or 3-year subscriptions –
all cheaper than the printed textbooks.

MEAN -

10 – 6 = 4
9 + 7 + 8 + 6 + 9 + 7 + 9 + 10 + 6 + 9
= 8
10

“Add” all the data together and
“divide” by the number of pieces of data.

6, 6, 7, 7, 8,

MEDIAN - The “middle” number,
(as long as the numbers are in “order”).
MODE -

4.

The table show the number of goals scored by a
3rd division football team each week.
No. of goals
x

(a) 2, 1, 3, 1, 5, 7, 16.
(b) 4·6, 2·2, 5·3, 5·3, 4·0, 5·3, 2·7.
(c) 107, 105, 93, 115, 105, 99.
(d) 40, 32, 23, 30, 55, 25, 27, 40.
(e) 11, 15, 9, 14, 21, 12, 21, 21.
2.

10

Jelly Beans

5.

average number
54 beans

...

Copy and complete the frequency table.

(b)

Find the total number of games.

(c)

Find the total number of goals scored.

(d)

Calculate the mean number of goals.

Here are the number of runs scored by a
cricketer in his first four matches :-

(d) What is the mode ?

54

The mean cost of 5 tyres is £48 .
Four of the tyres cost £51, £44,
£50 and £49.
What was the cost of the fifth tyre ?

N5 - Chapter 11

f x x

8

4
...

(a)

50, 52, 54, 52, 56, 50, 54, 49, 54, 54.

(c) Find the median.

6
12

2
4

Mr Davies buys 10 jars of jelly beans.
He finds that they contain the following
number of beans :-

(b) Look at the jar.
Should he complain ?

Freq
f

0
1
3

12 000, 15 000, 17 000, 15 000, 18 000.

(a) Calculate the mean number
of jelly beans.

3.

9

mode =

Calculate the range, mode, median and mean
for these numbers :-

(f)

8·5

6, 6, 7, 7, 8, 9, 9, 9, 9, 10

The number that occurs “most”.

Exercise 11·1
1.

9, 9, 9, 9, 10

median =

59

54

58

(a)

Find the mode and the median.

(b)

Which one - the mode or the median,
gives the better picture of the cricketer’s
scoring performance ? (Justify your answer).

this is page 104

Statistics
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See pages in this catalogue to see individual prices for each Student eTextbook.

Whiteboard eTextbooks
Online, interactive versions of the printed textbooks that
teachers can use for planning and front-of-class teaching, with
the ability to zoom in, highlight text and add notes.

30-day
free trials!

Chapter H6 - Trigonometry 1
A

Radian Measure
So far in Mathematics we have measured the size of an angle in degrees.
There is a second way of measuring an angle, called its radian measure.

Same length

r as a radius.

r

Imagine you take a piece of string, the same length as the radius (r) of a circle,
and wrap it round the circumference, creating the pink sector as shown.

C

B

r

Angle size is
1 radian.

The angle, between the two radii, is called 1 radian, and is deﬁned as follows :A radian is the angle subtended by an arc which is
the same length as the radius (r) of the circle .

Subscription options: 1-year subscriptions of TeeJay Whiteboard
eTextbooks cost £50 for a small school or £75 for a large school.

The sector looks like a little like an equilateral triangle, but is “ﬂattened”, so 1 radian is slightly less than 60° ?
Radian measure = the ratio

arc length
radius

=>

A whole revolution, 360° =

=> 1 radian = 360 ÷ 2π = 360 ÷ 6·28318…
1 radian = 57·3°

=>

A small school is up to 900 students; a large school is 901+ students.

Example 1 :-

(approximately)

Convert 60° to radians.
=>
=>

1.

180° = π radians
π

45° = 45 x 180 = ... radians.

=>

2π
2
radians = 5
5

(a) Sketch the graph of
y = sin x,
converting all degrees
to radians.
(b) State the coordinates
of the maximum and
minimum points.

π

1° = 180 radians

=>

2π

Convert 5 radians to degrees.

=>
4.

Convert 45° to radian measure.
Copy and complete :-

Convert each of the following to radians :(a)

90°

(b)

270°

(c)

30°

(g)

135°

(h)

225°

(i)

315°

(d)
(j)

3.

120°
20°

(e)

(k)

Convert to degrees :-

210°

147°

(f)

5.

(l)

1·5°.

π
8

(b)

3π
8

(c)

11π
12

(d)

6π
5

(e)

3π
10

(f)

7π
12

(h) 9π

(i)

(g) 2π

15

Chapter H6

4

180 = 72°

1
180°

360°

x

-1

Repeat Question 4 for y = cos x and y = tan x.
(When asked to ﬁnd the sin, tan or cos of an angle
in radian measure, you may or may not wish to
consider changing the angle back to degrees ﬁrst).

300°

(a)

x

y

Important information for Glasgow schools
We have created alternative versions of our Student eTextbooks that will work on the iPads provided by
Glasgow City Council. These versions are not available on the TeeJay Maths website. They can only be ordered
through our sales consultants. To find out more or place an order, please email your name, school name and
school postcode to teejay.team@hoddergibson.co.uk.
2.

2πr
r = 2π.

degrees
360
180*

Since π radians = 180°

π

1° = 180 radians
π
π
60° = 60 x 180 = 3 (radians)

Exercise H6·1

radians
2π
π

(*this is the handiest fact to help you convert).

Example 2 :-

Since 180° = π radians

circumference
=
radius

note :-

This means that 2π radians are equivalent to 360°

6.

Copy and complete :-

7.

Find :(a) sin π

sin 5π = sin (…)° = ……
6

2
(d) tan π
3

(g) sin 7π
12

11π .
2

page 49

(b) cos π

(c) sin π

(e) cos 2π

(f) cos 3π

(h) tan 5π
8

(i) cos 3π.

4

3

6

2

Trigonometry 1

Coming soon - Boost eBooks!
Later this year, TeeJay Primary Maths eBooks will become available
on our new digital learning platform, Boost. In the meantime, you can
renew your existing eTextbook subscriptions in Dynamic Learning via
our website or through your local TeeJay consultant. We’ll be in touch
soon to let you know more about Boost and when you can trial it.
To find out more, talk to your TeeJay consulant Karen Kidd:
Email karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or call 07780 046795.
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Early Level
Workbooks

New!

Publishing in
April 2021

Build numeracy and mathematical skills with new editions of our
Early Level Workbooks.
Carefully sequenced and progressive but also fun and engaging, these
write-in workbooks have been fully updated and provide complete
coverage of the CfE Benchmarks, Outcomes and Experiences.
• Add fun to your Early Level maths lessons with a series of 12
cost-effective, bright and exciting 24-page workbooks available in
great value bundle packs of 10, 20 and 30
• Confidently cover the CfE with exercises and examples reviewed and
updated in line with the curriculum Benchmarks
• Help all students to progress with a brand-new layout created
specifically for pupils with dyslexia and colour vision deficiency
• Engage your students and build their skills with plenty of activities to
support play-based learning

Pack of 10

Pack of 20

Pack of 30

Workbook 1 Counting from 0 to 5: The Seaside

9781398332256

9781398335653

9781398335660

Workbook 2 Counting from 0 to 10: Under the Sea

9781398335509

9781398335677

9781398335684

Workbook 3 Ordering Numbers 0 to 10: The Fairground

9781398335516

9781398335691

9781398335707

Workbook 4 Adding 0 to 5: Creepy Crawlies

9781398335615

9781398335714

9781398335721

Workbook 5 Adding 0 to 10: The Café

9781398335523

9781398335738

9781398335745

Workbook 6 Subtraction 0 to 10: The Farm

9781398335530

9781398335752

9781398335769

Workbook 7 The Numbers 11 to 20: JayTee’s Sweeties

9781398335554

9781398335776

9781398335783

Workbook 8 Information Handling and Time: TeeJay Zoo

9781398335561

9781398335790

9781398335806

Workbook 9 2D and 3D Shapes: Space

9781398335578

9781398335813

9781398335820

Workbook 10 The Second-Hand Toy Shop

9781398335585

9781398335837

9781398335844

Workbook 11 Position and Movement: The School

9781398335592

9781398335851

9781398335868

Workbook 12 Measure and Patterns: Me Myself

9781398335608

9781398335875

9781398335882

Pricing
Packs of 10 - £12 each
Packs of 20 - £20 each
Packs of 30 - £27 each
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Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

Early Level
Look inside our new Early Level Workbooks

Match and count

Prices
1 penny

2 pennies
4 pennies

5 pennies

7 pennies
3 pennies

How many?
cubes

cones

cylinders

spheres
cuboids

15
335578_Maths_TeeJay_Workbook_001-024.indd 15

6 pennies

How much ?
and

3 +

=

p

and

+

=

p

and

+

=

p

and

+

=

p

and

+

=

p

and

+

=

p

2/5/21 7:34 PM

21
333523_Maths_TeeJay_Workbook_001-024.indd 21

1/28/21 8:04 PM

These are draft sample pages from the new editions of our
Early Level Workbooks and are therefore subject to change.

Place your
order today

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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Early Level
Maths for Play-Based Learning
Teaching Guide: CfE Early Level

New!

Publishing in
April 2021

Easily deliver engaging lessons using play-based learning pedagogy
with this step-by-step Teaching Guide for Early Level.
• Save preparation time with detailed lesson plans giving step-by-step
guidance and structured examples of how to deliver the concepts
and test understanding
• Implement play-based learning in your classroom, with advice,
appropriate examples and details of materials needed
• Use the workbooks to maximum effect with advice on the main
concepts to be taught and obstacles to learning provided for every
workbook
• Support all students with ideas for differentiation given for each topic

£70

Digital download (pdf)
Maths for Play-Based Learning Teaching Guide: CfE Early Level

9781398314023

Diagnostic Workbook

New!

Publishing in
April 2021

Easily assess students’ mathematical skills with our new write-in
Diagnostic Workbook, created using customer feedback.
This workbook includes:
• Full-colour exercises testing each Outcome and Experience in the
Early Level curriculum
• Clear references to the Experiences and Outcomes
• A brand-new layout created specifically for pupils with dyslexia and
colour vision deficiency
• Answers to all exercises provided online
• A free marking grid available online at www.teejaymaths.com, which
outlines the specific outcome and benchmark for each question in the
workbook

£17.50

Print (pack of 10)
CfE Early Level Diagnostic Workbook

6

Place your
order today

9781398333055

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

Early Level
Assessment Pack

New!

Publishing in
April 2021

Confidently and consistently assess students’ progress and identify
areas for improvement with the second edition of our Early Level
Assessment Pack, available as a digital download.
• Assess students’ mathematical skills throughout Early Level with this
pack covering all 14 outcome assessments, plus answers
• Updated in line with the CfE; the exercises have been reviewed
in light of the curriculum Benchmarks, and new references to the
Benchmarks added so you can be confident that your students are
meeting the curriculum requirements
• Supported by a free reference grid available online at www.
teejaymaths.com, outlining the specific outcome and benchmark for
each assessment sheet

£75

Digital download (pdf)
CfE Early Level Assessment Pack Second Edition

9781398314054

Support Packs
Consolidate and enhance the content of the Early Level booklets with
this 350-page photocopiable pack of worksheets.
• Ideal for extra support, extension work, homework or assessment

CfE Early Level Support Pack

Printed Pack

Digital download (pdf)

9781510477285

9781398316348

£108 each

Place your
order today

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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First and Second Level
NEW
digital options
available!

Textbooks
Trust TeeJay’s proven approach, which successfully develops
mathematical skills and adds fun to learning.
Each book provides hundreds of practice questions, with progression and
consolidation – the core TeeJay philosophy – underpinning every chapter.
• Together, Books 1A and 1B cover the entire First Level curriculum
• Together, Books 2A and 2B cover the entire Second Level curriculum
• The A books start with a Chapter Zero that revises all of the strands
from the previous Level
• The B books end with a Revision Chapter to consolidate learning across
the A and B books
• Every chapter ends with ‘The 3Rs’ exercise so that pupils can
‘Revisit, Review and Revise’ that topic
• Extension work provides extra stretch for high-attaining pupils
• Answers for all questions are in the back of the books; answers
for ‘The 3Rs’ are available at www.teejaymaths.com

Print Textbooks

Student
eTextbooks

Whiteboard
eTextbooks

First Level Book A

9781907789427

9781398314153

9781398314160

First Level Book B

9781907789434

9781398314177

9781398314184

Second Level Book A

9781907789441

9781398314108

9781398314092

Second Level Book B

9781907789458

9781398314122

9781398314139

Print Textbooks - £14.99 each
Student eTextbooks 1-year: £3.63 / 2-year: £5.80 /
3-year: £8.70
Whiteboard eTextbooks
(1-year subscription) Small school: £50 / Large school: £75

Assessment Packs
Skilfully assess pupils’ mathematical understanding, so you can check they’re on track,
identify misconceptions and revisit specific topics as required.
• One Assessment Pack for First Level and one Assessment Pack for Second Level
• Photocopiable assessments for each of the CfE Outcomes
• A diagnostic assessment to aid comparison of individual and whole-class understanding
• A CD-ROM with pdf versions of the assessments and answers

8

Printed Pack

Digital download (pdf)

First Level Assessment Pack

9781907789977

9781398316225

Second Level Assessment Pack

9781907789984

9781398316232

Place your
order today

£72 each

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

First and Second Level
NEW
digital options
available!

Homework Packs
Reinforce classroom learning with homework exercises that link exactly to the textbook –
and enable parents/carers to see how their child is progressing.
• One corresponding Homework Pack for each textbook (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B)
• An essential timesaver for all teachers
• Ideal for flipped learning
• The final homework for each chapter revises that topic and prepares pupils for ‘The 3Rs’ exercise
• The Homework Packs contain both A4 and A5 versions so you can print your preferred size
Printed Pack

Digital download (pdf)

First Level Book 1A Homework Pack

9781907789908

9781398316263

First Level Book 1B Homework Pack

9781907789915

9781398316270

Second Level Book 2A Homework Pack

9781907789922

9781398316287

Second Level Book 2B Homework Pack

9781907789939

9781398316294

£59 each

Mental Maths Packs
Help pupils to retain what they’ve learnt through short, regular tests that review and
revise every topic in the TeeJay textbooks.
Our ready-made Mental Maths Packs are the perfect consolidation tool.
• One corresponding Mental Maths Pack for each textbook (1A, 1B, 2A, 2B)
• Each pack contains 20 tests comprised of 10 questions
• Each test has a corresponding support sheet, with 3 questions to match each question on the test
• Support sheets are ideal for whole-class teaching, independent classwork or homework
Printed Pack
First Level Book 1A Mental Maths Pack

9781510477216

First Level Book 1B Mental Maths Pack

9781510477223

Second Level Book 2A Mental Maths Pack

9781510477230

Second Level Book 2B Mental Maths Pack

9781510477247

£43 each

FREE course planners for First and Second Level
Find out more on the back page of this catalogue!

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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First and Second Level
NEW
digital options
available!

Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery
Introduce mastery learning in maths with ease, confidence and
minimal cost – and you can still use TeeJay’s fun and colourful
practice questions!
Written by maths mastery specialists, these step-by-step teaching packs
will raise attainment, reduce your workload, develop your pedagogical
knowledge and give a new lease of life to your TeeJay textbooks!
• Use your TeeJay books to deliver mastery lessons: These costeffective packs show you how to adopt a mastery approach using
TeeJay First and Second Level textbooks
• Confidently teach maths mastery: What do you need to teach and
how should you teach it? Each topic starts with an overview of key
concepts, potential misconceptions and ‘fundamentals’ for assessment,
followed by teaching notes for every lesson
• Follow a ready-made and carefully-planned lesson sequence:
Comprehensive guidance takes you through the 5-part structure for
each lesson, with differentiated tasks included throughout to save you
time
• Close the attainment gap: Mastery is an effective method for moving
learners through the maths curriculum and is particularly beneficial in
helping pupils with low attainment to progress
• Trust our mastery experts: Specialist maths teachers Gemma and
Sarah have enjoyed working with the TeeJay Team to make Scotland’s
favourite maths books mastery-ready! Find out more about our expert
authors on the opposite page.
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Printed Pack

Digital download (pdf)

Book 1A Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery

9781510484498

9781510485433

Book 1B Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery

9781510484504

9781510485464

Book 2A Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery

9781510484566

9781510485471

Book 2B Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery

9781510484580

9781510485488

£72 each

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795

First and Second Level
Meet our mastery authors
Gemma Meharg was the architect
of Glasgow Counts, the Glasgow
city mastery programme and has
been responsible for developing the
framework, writing resources and
delivering CPD on Singapore approaches
to maths teaching. She was Head of Maths
and Acting Headteacher at Springfield Community
Primary School in Hackney, where she wrote and
delivered their Primary Advantage Maths Programme.
Springfield has a sustained place in the top 1% of
London schools for maths results. Gemma is an
NCETM-accredited professional development lead.

Sarah Shanks has over 16 years’
experience within primary education
and for the last nine years has focused
on maths, utilising her specialism of a
Masters in Primary Maths Education.
She has a real passion for maths,
sharing her expertise with teachers and
inspiring children with her knowledge. Sarah’s work
has been recognised by John Swinney, HMIE and on
the Making Maths Count blog. Sarah has delivered
CPD at many events, including the Scottish Maths
Conference and for Falkirk Council. She has also
written for the Scottish Maths Council Journal.

What does this Headteacher say about our
Teaching TeeJay Maths for Mastery packs?

“We are really excited to get started using our
TeeJay mastery packs ... We had been looking
into another scheme which was based on the
English curriculum which was going to take a lot
of work to organise and implement for our school.
So we were really pleased when we heard about
the TeeJay mastery resources, as we know that
they are created for the Scottish curriculum so
feel much more confident about using them.”
Headteacher at Ardgour Primary School

Place your
order today

Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021 or contact TeeJay consultant
Karen Kidd on karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk or 07780 046795
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More support from
the TeeJay Team
FREE course planners
Number, money and measure
Outcome

Fractions decimal
fractions and
percentage

FREE course planners are available for each Level. They
map the CfE Outcomes to the content in each book,
providing peace of mind for teachers that they are covering
the required content in a carefully-planned sequence.
Each course planner is editable, so you can add your own notes
and teaching strategies.

including ratio and
proportion.

page 2

Definition
Share something (like a pizza) amongst 2, 3, 4, 5,
6, 7, 8, 9, 10 people equally.
Show a simple fraction like 1/8 on a number line.
Decide what fraction (unit numerator only) of a
shape has been shaded or removed.
(MNU 1-07a)

Find simple fractions of an amount (money, length
weight etc.) - unit numerator only.
(MNU 1-07b)

(Ch 21 pgs 180-182)

For example, find the missing digit in 1/3 = 3/?.

To download your planners, simply visit the webpages for
the relevant textbooks at www.teejaymaths.com

(Ch 16 pgs 138-139)
(Ch 21 pgs 182-184)

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07b
Ch 16 pgs 188-189

-

-

Ch 16 pgs 188-189
Ch 16 pgs 188-189
TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07c

(Ch 8 pgs 78-79)

Ch 7 pgs 79-82

Simple bills.

(Ch 10 pgs 91-96)

Ch 7 pgs 81-82

Receive change from (up to) £20.
(MNU 1-09a)

(Ch 10 page 93)

Ch 7 pgs 81-82

(Ch 8 pgs 75-77)

Ch 7 page 76

• How many 5p’s in £1·50 ?
• How many 50p’s in £10 ?

√

Ch 16 pgs 185-187

Work with money - addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division by a single digit.

Simple exchange of money -

Comments/Methodology/Other Resources

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-07a

(Ch 16 pgs 135-136)

Recognise equivalent fractions 1/2 = 2/4 etc.
(MTH 1-07c)

Book 1B

Ch 16 pgs 190-191

(Ch 16 and Ch 21)

Divide a shape into 1/3, 1/4, etc or state what
fraction has been shaded.

Using pictures, find equivalent fractions to 1/2,
1/3, 1/4 etc.

Money

Book 1A
(Ch 16 pgs 135-141)
(Ch 21 pgs 180-184)

TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-09a

Which coins could be used to pay for an item at 79p ?

Ch 7 pgs 77-78

Which coins might I receive in my change from £20
if my goods cost £12·23 ?
(MNU 1-09b)

Ch 7 pgs 77-78
TeeJay CfE Assessment MNU 1-09b

Also available: Third Level resources
Stretch your high-attaining P7 pupils with TeeJay’s
Third Level Textbooks, Homework Packs,
Assessment Pack and Mental Maths Packs.
For a full list of Third Level resources, see the
enclosed order form.

Get the latest news, freebies and discounts
Sign up to receive eUpdates from TeeJay Maths to make sure you keep
up-to-date with the latest TeeJay news, including special offers and new
resources! Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/e-updates to sign up today.
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Three easy ways to order:
1. Visit www.hoddergibson.co.uk/teejay-2021
2. Contact TeeJay consultant Karen Kidd on
karen.kidd@hoddergibson.co.uk
or 07780 046795
3. Download and return a freepost order form
at www.hoddergibson.co.uk/TJ-OF-1

TeeJay
From HODDER GIBSON

TJ-PRIM-MATHS-21

